Chewing

Dogs are natural chewers, and, when given the proper outlet, chewing can be an excellent source of enrichment, mental stimulation, and stress relief. Be sure to have plenty of appropriate chew toys that can help keep them occupied and be enriching for them throughout the day.

Toys like stuffed animals and vinyl squeaky toys, while fun and pretty cute, are not good toys to have for dogs who like to chew. The materials they are made of (even the “indestructible” or “fire hose” stuffed toys) are too soft and flimsy to hold up to a dog chewing on or tearing them up, and they will typically only last a few mins. You can still get these toys for your dog as a “once in a while treat” for them to be able to have and tear apart, which is also pretty fun for dogs to do. I’d also recommend raiding the clearance bin at a pet store for these toys, so your dog’s 5 minutes of fun doesn’t ending up costing $15+.

Luckily, there are several good chew options for dogs, in the form of both toys and treats, which can be easily obtained through local pets stores or online. Recommended treats and toy companies are listed below in no particular order. With toys, look for ones that are made from a hard rubber material. It will likely take some trial and error to find which treats and toys your dog likes and what their chewing strength is. Where applicable, be sure to check that company’s sizing chart to determine which size is best for your dog. If in doubt, or if your dog falls on the cusp or in between sizes, choose larger for them to help avoid choking hazards. All treats should be thrown away when pieces become too small. Please also be on the lookout for treats/toys that recommend that they should only be used when a pet owner is present.

**Treats:**
- CET chews
- Bully sticks
- Antlers
- Pig Ears
- Cow ears
- Beef Trachea (Pro Tip: leave in an uncovered container or with the bag open for several days to make them a stronger chew)

*Himalayan Pet Supply is a company that also makes a lot of very good chew treats.*

**Toys:**
- Kong (Different colors mean different chewing levels. Pink and blue are for puppies, purple is for senior dogs, red is for average adult dogs, black is for power chewers and made of the strongest material)
- Starmark (Probably the most expensive option but the toys are very tough, durable, and worth the extra expense)
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Chuckit!

You can also think outside the box a little and find fun toys at a sporting goods store. Lacrosse balls make great chew toys, and hockey pucks can also be a satisfying chew. Baseballs and softballs are surprisingly soft and stand no chance against a dog’s teeth, so those should be avoided (they also make a huge mess).